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hey guys, i have the 6 pro, have unboxed and turned on the phone (13th dec) and have cracked. just like most of you, the cracked part does not show much in its entirety, and it is just the top left corner of the screen. i have the otterbox defender case on it, and the crack is in the corner between the two blue lines of the logo. the crack is up the center of the screen, but barely noticeable. nothing has been damaged in
the phone apart from the chip, which came off when i removed the case. is anyone else having these issues? hey guys, today i went to my local jb hi-fi store, and they told me they couldnt take it in for warranty due to the cracked screen. i showed them the crack, and they made a refund on the phone and didnt offer me any money to repair it. i was really disappointed, and also slightly worried. my phone is the 6 pro.
anyone else had this problem? ( source ) anyone know if theyre going to repair them? they told me that they werent sure if they could repair it, and that i should call customer service for the info. well, i went to customer service and they said that they werent sure, and i could call the original retailer. i called the retailer, and they told me that if it cracks, you dont get the screen replaced. they said that i should either
get the phone replaced, or get a refund. so, not really sure what i should do. ( source ) the crack doesnt show in the photo, but it is in the corner. so, i tried to close the phone in photo mode. but, if you do that, the crack disappears. so, this crack is definitely not a crack, it is a small chip. i have now used the phone for 5 days, and no additional cracks. im just glad its not a battery problem, as i dont think i have even

moved the battery. ( source )
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while testing the conditions, we had to remove a few phones from the shipping queue as their orders are still being processed. you might encounter
further delays before the phone will be available to get repaired. stay tuned for updates. hate that little crack? well, the good news is that google will

replace it for you, but the bad news is you may need to just go ahead and buy another phone. yes, the pixel 6 and pixel 6 pro are currently out of
stock and it's definitely not a good sign for the company. from my understanding, the issue is that google can't find enough new units to fulfill a full

retail inventory. this has happened with other devices (like the pixel 3 and 3 xl), but it's never been in this much demand. if you want to know
whether you should get the pixel 6 or pixel 6 pro, then you'll have to wait and see. if you're wanting to buy it now, you may want to order this new

pixel 6 pro directly from google, or the reseller of your choice. it's the only way to be sure you'll receive a working device. if you want to know exactly
what's wrong with the pixel 6 or pixel 6 pro, make sure to head on over to your local retailer and ask them to get the device repaired. it's the only
way to be sure they have access to the phone and see if it can be fixed. the pixel 6 and 6 pro will have the same display as the pixel 3, but some

users are reporting a few other slight issues. for starters, the phone seems to bend easily after a few hours of use. it's unclear if this is an issue with
the design of the phone, but it is worth noting. other users are reporting that the phone doesn't charge for long periods of time. so if you notice

anything abnormal with the pixel 6, make sure to let google know. you may have better luck getting a brand new device if this was a problem with
the pixel 6 rather than the 6 pro. 5ec8ef588b
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